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SUBMISSION ON BEHALF OF AVONDALE JOCKEY CLUB INCORPORATED IN
RESPECT OF THE NZTR VENUE PLAN – A DOCUMENT FOR INDUSTRY CONSULTATION

Avondale Jockey Club Incorporated (“AJC”) provides the following submission in respect of the NZTR
Venue Plan – a Document for Industry Consultation, which was released for industry feedback on 29
January 2019 (“Venue Plan”). The AJC also acknowledges and thanks NZTR for providing it with a
short extension of time to today’s date to provide this submission.
Preliminary comments – process issues
Nationalisation of private assets
1.

A common theme arising from various reports, including the Ferrier Hodgson Report, the
Messara Report and now the NZTR Venue Plan is that certain racecourses should close
(Avondale being common to all such closure proposals), the land sold, and the proceeds
generated redistributed for the benefit of the Industry as a whole.

2.

Varying justifications for, and mechanisms to achieve, this approach have been developed.
The Venue Plan approach does not go so far as to suggest compulsory closure of any venue,
but seeks to achieve the proposed closures by not allocating race dates to those venues it
determines should close. In the case of Avondale, as discussed later in this submission, this
is in the context of a continued reduction in use in the facility for racing through historical and
continued reduction in the number of allocated races.

-23.

AJC considers that NZTR’s proposed withdrawal of any dates for racing at Avondale, from
2019/2020 onwards, in order to pave the way for closure of the Racecourse, as the Venue
Plan clearly envisages, would be an unlawful and invalid use of the NZRB or NZTR’s
discretionary or other powers under the Racing Act and would be susceptible to legal
challenge. AJC intends to resist any steps to implement this approach, or any other measures
to try and force the closure of Avondale Racecourse, whether that be through direct
appropriation of its land, or indirectly through the use of administrative/regulatory processes.

4.

As the above is not strictly the subject matter of the Venue Plan, AJC does not elaborate
further on this topic. However, AJC considers it important to signal its position as part of the
context for this submission.

Consultation deficient
5.

The AJC has concerns regarding the consultation process. The Avondale Racecourse is one
of the venues proposed for closure. The Venue Plan shows Avondale as having no racing
from and including the 2024/25 racing year. Should this eventuate it will significantly affect
AJC’s rights and interests.

Despite this the AJC, as a key stakeholder, has not been

consulted by NZTR on an individual basis, and has had no meeting with NZTR since the
Venue Plan was released on 29 January 2019. A meeting was held by NZTR in Auckland and
attended by representatives of various Northern region clubs including Counties RC, Auckland
RC, Dargaville RC and stakeholders involved with AJC including committee members.
However, there was no in-depth consideration of the Venue Plan, or material available to the
meeting which would enable the attendees to test the rationale for its recommendations.
6.

Despite the significance of the proposal for the AJC, very little information has been provided
to explain why Avondale has been selected as one of the venues for closure, and why it is
proposed that this occur as early as 2024/25. Under the heading “Northern Region” on p 18 of
the Venue Plan, there is only a single sentence stating that “In the Greater Auckland region,
NZTR’s preferred outcome is that only Ellerslie and Pukekohe are retained, with Avondale JC
racing at Ellerslie in the future”. Nor has the AJC been provided with copies of any reports,
assessments or other material on which NZTR has relied in forming its proposal that Avondale
should close.

7.

If and to the extent that the NZTR may be relying in part on the Messara Report, which also
contains very little information or reasoning about the Avondale Racecourse, the AJC notes
that Mr Messara did not even contact the AJC or visit Avondale in preparing his report.

8.

A basic principle of consultation is that the consultor must provide sufficient information about
what is proposed to enable consultees to make a full and meaningful response. NZTR has
not done that in relation to its proposals for Avondale. The feedback provided by the AJC
below is therefore provided without prejudice to its position that the consultation process has
been deficient in the manner identified.
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In summary, AJC’s submission in respect of the Venue Plan is:
➢

Over the course of the last decade, Avondale Racecourse has been starved of high-quality
races. Avondale considers that this reflects an under allocation of races to Auckland relative
to the remainder of New Zealand, as well as inequitable treatment of Avondale relative to
other Auckland courses – Ellerslie and Counties.

➢

It is in the centres of population growth (ie, the cities) that the thoroughbred industry must
focus on providing high quality venues to generate new interest in the industry. Avondale
Racecourse is centrally located within an area earmarked for intensive commercial and
residential rejuvenation. AJC is therefore well placed in Auckland’s inner-city to provide a high
quality “shop front” and attract new punters and participants to the industry.

➢

The Avondale Racecourse is well placed to perform a high-quality supporting role to the
premier centre at Ellerslie. The size and significance of Auckland warrants a departure from
the three-tier approach to venues set out in the Venue Plan. Auckland can and should sustain
two high quality Metropolitan Racecourses, acknowledging that Ellerslie should be considered
the premier venue and Avondale should play a supporting role as a “sub-premier” venue.

➢

A racecourse’s biggest asset is its track, and Avondale’s existing turf track is one of the best in
the country. It is less prone to full or partial abandonments than either Ellerslie or Counties
where significant investment is required to improve reliability issues.

➢

Avondale has already developed a plan of action, with assistance from Turnberry Consulting,
which provides for the rationalisation of built form and provision of enhanced, smaller-scale
and fit-for-purpose racecourse facilities. When fully implemented, the plan enables Avondale
to become a strong urban racing facility that makes a significant contribution to the health of
the industry more generally. Consultation regarding the Venue Plan comes at a time when
AJC finds itself in a position to start implementing the plan in earnest. AJC is confident in the
robustness and appropriateness of its plan, and intends to continue with rationalisation and
rejuvenation of racecourse facilities.

➢

Additionally, AJC proposes that Avondale be integral to the rationalisation of racing in the
upper North Island, which will benefit the broader industry by providing a new synthetic track
facility in the Avondale infield (see Attachment 1). This track can be provided at no cost to
NZTR or the industry, as it will be funded as part of AJC’s rejuvenation plans described above.
It will avoid complexities and costs involved in constructing synthetic tracks at Awapuni or
Cambridge, while providing a reliable and modern facility for North Island racing and trialling
activities.

➢

In conclusion, AJC considers that the Venue Plan should be extensively revised to provide
appropriately for the importance of providing a greater level of racing in inner-city Auckland,

-4and to take account of the opportunity presented to New Zealand racing by enabling the
successful rejuvenation of the Avondale Racecourse asset.
The remainder of this submission comprises AJC’s more specific feedback on the issues outlined
above.
Background
9.

The AJC has a long and proud history within New Zealand’s racing industry. The AJC was
established in 1889 by Moss Davis (father of Sir Ernest Davis) and Michael Foley (licensee of
the Avondale Hotel). AJC quickly set about developing a race track and ancillary facilities on
its property in Avondale, after draining the existing Raupo swamp. The AJC held its first race
meeting on 26 April 1890.

10.

The

Racecourse

comprises

an

1800-metre-long

right-handed

track,

together

with

grandstands, stables, and associated facilities. The grass race track is complemented by
sand and plough tracks that were regularly utilised for horse training purposes up until August
2017, but are not currently in use. The infield area is developed for sports fields, which is a
use that has existed in this location for more than 50 years and is highly valued by the
community. The property is also home to the famous Avondale Sunday Markets which attract
people from across Auckland every Sunday, as well as residents and visitors from further
afield.
11.

In 2012, AJC engaged a team of consultants to undertake a strategic planning review of its
property. The review made recommendations to the AJC for the best use of its land and
buildings to achieve its strategic objectives, being security of the Racecourse’s long-term
sustainability.

This work provided the AJC with a clearer view on the potential future

development and use of its land and informed AJC’s involvement in the submission process
for the Auckland Unitary Plan: Operative in Part (as it now is) (“Unitary Plan”). AJC lodged a
submission in respect of the Unitary Plan in February 2014, and was successful in achieving
special purpose racecourse zoning for the majority of the property, and a combination of
business and intensive residential zoning on other large portions of the site, enabling an
integrated redevelopment of the site – but with the primary purpose of securing the
sustainable economic future of the Racecourse.
12.

Contemporaneously with the Unitary Plan process, with NZTR’s assistance in terms of
introduction, facilitation and part-funding, expert racing consultancy Turnberry Consulting were
engaged by AJC. Turnberry Consulting is a UK based firm specialising in advising the racing
industry on governance structures and facilities to successfully support its core activities.
Turnberry Consulting undertook a review of AJC’s racing operations, and developed a
blueprint to guide future development of racing facilities at Avondale Racecourse – “Avondale
Jockey Club, A Vision for the Future (December 2014)” (“Turnberry Report”).

The

recommendations of the Turnberry Report were substantially adopted by the AJC Committee

-5in November 2015, supported by a more detailed cost assessment of the proposed demolition
of the Members Stand prepared by Turnberry Consulting in August 2015.
13.

Informed by the outcomes of the Unitary Plan process and the Turnberry Report, AJC has
progressed an ongoing review of its land ownership requirements in order to fund and
implement the Turnberry Report recommendations. It has obtained subdivision consents for a
number of small parcels of surplus land, including land at Sandy Lane (sold), Elm Street
(under contract) and Wingate Street. This has freed up capital for the purposes of progressing
with a redevelopment of the Racecourse site and rationalisation of racing facilities.

14.

The above supports the AJC 2030 Vision Statement:
[In the long term] Avondale JC owns and operates a successful metropolitan race track playing a
strong supporting role to Auckland’s main track, Ellerslie, whereby Avondale JC provides regular,
high quality thoroughbred racing for Aucklanders, the wider community and visitors. Ancillary to
horse racing the club provides a range of community or commercial activities (including leisure,
recreation, leasing or housing) for the people of west Auckland and elsewhere. It hosts a variety
of sporting, cultural or community events designed to appeal to and meet the needs of a broad
cross-section of interests. As well as the primary functions of horse racing and event hosting, it
functions incidentally as a commercial or business site on parts of club land and the club derives
substantial and sustainable income from those operations.

15.

That Vision Statement is underpinned by a list of non-negotiable principles which must be
taken into consideration when AJC makes any decisions. These principles are as follows:

16.

1.

Retains ownership and control of the real estate necessary to achieve the stated vision;

2.

Ensures no divestment of the race track or cessation of the operation of thoroughbred
horse racing at the venue;

3.

Site to remain predominantly a ‘green space’ amenity open to the public where possible
but subject to good order, security and good management;

4.

Infrastructure superfluous to present needs must be adapted or disposed of; and

5.

Maintains prudent future cash flows from operations and minimises indebtedness.

The process described in paragraphs 11-13 above illustrates the careful manner in which AJC
has gone about formulating a strategy to implement AJC’s vision consistently with the five
principles outlined above.

The NZTR Venue Plan, and related documents such as the

“Messara Report”, have been released at a point in the process where AJC is transitioning
from the planning/strategy development phase into the implementation phase.
Approach to provision of feedback
17.

A summary of the work undertaken to date by AJC, including during crucial periods with NZTR
facilitation and financial support, to secure the future of the Avondale Racecourse has been
summarised above. However, AJC acknowledges that these pieces of work were undertaken
with a focus on Avondale achieving its sustainability, rather than taking a “whole of industry”
approach.
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AJC has undertaken a critical review of the assumptions underlying the Venue Plan (where
identifiable), the objectives that are sought to be achieved and whether the recommendations
contained within the Venue Plan are those that would best achieve those objectives.

19.

For obvious reasons, AJC’s feedback focuses on the Venue Plan’s proposed approach to the
provision of racing in and around the Auckland Region.

Venue Plan approach
20.

The Venue Plan identifies a number of principles, tactics and anticipated outcomes. These
are addressed in five categories, under which AJC provides feedback as follows:
(a)

Calendar – This category appears to be the most important of the five, and contains
the main driver of the Venue Plan and proposed rationalisation recommendations
contained within it. It essentially proposes to deliver more effective, efficient and
commercial racing through the allocation of races and investment to particular venues
and not others. This is purported to lead to reduced servicing and participant costs.
Comment: AJC agrees that there are likely too many racing venues in New Zealand.
AJC also agrees that a regional approach is appropriate to the question of how best to
rationalise the number of racing venues.
However, AJC does not agree that the Auckland Region contains too many racing
venues, and in particular it considers that:
-

Auckland is an important location for the attraction of new participants into the
industry, as it is where New Zealand’s growth is occurring. A greater level of
opportunity to observe all facets of racing in person is essential to that, and
therefore a greater number of races at more than one venue is the way forward to
restore the health of the industry.

-

As discussed in more detail later in this submission, AJC is well placed to deliver
great outcomes for owners, trainers, punters (New Zealand and export). There is
an opportunity for Avondale to self-fund the development of a modern and
attractive facility, secondary to that at Ellerslie, and suitable for racing and trialling
in all weather conditions on either the existing excellent turf track or a new
synthetic track on the existing infield.

(b)

Health and safety – This category essentially alludes to the dilapidated state of
facilities at some venues, and that NZTR proposes targeted investment in the
upgrading/bringing up to standard of such facilities.
Comment: AJC has acknowledged for some time that some of its facilities require
upgrading, and has developed a plan for rationalisation of its facilities to ensure these

-7issues are relegated to the past. AJC is now in a strong financial position and has
plans in place to make progress with the rationalisation process.

It requires no

financial assistance from NZTR or any other entity to do so.
(c)

Customer – This category focuses on the customer experience, and again on
“focussing investment” in surfaces and infrastructure at selected venues.
Comment: AJC agrees with the proposal for regularity in the domestic calendar, and
opportunity for venues to grow brand value.

It considers itself to be in a strong

position to do so. The customer experience from AJC’s perspective extends to all
racing participants who visit AJC’s facilities, including owners, trainers, active and
occasional punters and other visitors. It proposes the demolition of not-fit-for-purpose
facilities, the development of appropriate new facilities, utilisation of its existing highquality turf track and development of a new inner synthetic track for racing and
trialling. The customer experience is central to the plan.
(d)

Quality – This category seeks to improve the attractiveness and quality of racing from
a wagering perspective by increasing participation rates. It proposes to achieve this
by aligning the number and location of venues to participant base, reducing costs for
owners, and allocating races appropriately in terms of venue.
Comment: AJC proposes to deliver a modern and attractive racing and trialling venue
at Avondale that complements the premier venue at Ellerslie, and is ideally located to
be accessible by a range of existing participants, as well as to generate additional
interest from a growing and diversifying Auckland population.

(e)

Community Access – This category proposes that all New Zealanders should have
access to racing, and proposes that this is achieved by maintaining a geographic
balance of regional and main centres investing in particular community venues to
provide for community race days.
Comment: AJC considers itself well placed to operate as a hybrid supporting venue
with turf and synthetic track options. It considers that Auckland has been deficiently
served with racing dates, particularly Saturday racing. For reasons given below that
this is not consistent with NZRB Dates Committee guidelines or in the best interests of
New Zealand racing.

21.

In short, a strong Avondale Racecourse that is empowered to implement the strategic
redevelopment plan that has been developed for it will be good for New Zealand racing and
will enable the principles, tactics and outcomes set out in the Venue Plan to be achieved at
least as effectively and likely more so than would closure of the facility. Provided Avondale
receives a fair allocation of races, no other assistance is required from NZTR, NZRB or any
other entity to implement the plan.

-8The decline in Auckland and Avondale racing
Reduction in race meetings at Avondale relative to other Auckland courses
22.

Consistent with Venue Plan, Avondale has been allocated during the current season only one
Saturday, traditionally an Auckland Racing Club date (29 September 2018), and eight other
licenses made up of Wednesdays, Thursdays and Fridays. The Venue Plan proposes that
racing at Avondale will continue to decrease with no licenses issued to Avondale on or after
the 2024/2025 season – ie, complete removal of the Racecourse’s raison d’etre within only
five years.

23.

This is in the context of AJC already being subject of a process of ongoing reduction in its
allocation of races relative to its Greater Auckland counterparts. For example, over the last
five race seasons, races have been allocated as follows:

Ellerslie
Avondale
Counties

24.

2018/2019
18
9
12
39

2017/2018
17
12
14
43

2016/2017
25
12
11
48

2015/2016
27
15
3
45

2014/2015
28
15
2
45

Notably, over the period above, both Ellerslie and Counties experienced lower than usual
allocations during periods when those club’s tracks were closed due to track renovations
being undertaken. In contrast, Avondale’s experience has been the continued reduction in the
number of races allocated to it, relative to the overall number of races undertaken. AJC’s
observation is that there has been a conscious move by decision-makers to reduce
Avondale’s allocation of races, and the 2018/19 season represents a further significant
reduction in the diet of racing at Avondale, well in advance of circulation of the Venue Plan
(dates for the coming season having been settled generally by May each year). While not
referenced in the Venue Plan, it is possible this latest significant reduction in Avondale’s
allocation was wrongly influenced by Trainers’ Association advocacy and/or the appointment
of Mr Messara by the Racing Minister, or other considerations not relevant under the Racing
Act. However, whilst of concern this is not strictly the subject matter of this submission.

25.

The application by NZTR/NZRB of NZRB’s dates allocation principles 1 to Auckland Racing,
and Avondale in particular, has created its own difficulties. Of the races allocated to Avondale
for the 2018/2019 season, all were “Industry” days bar one. Avondale was allocated a Tier 2
Feature, to be held on ANZAC Day at the same time as another Tier 2 Feature is to be held at
Awapuni. Accordingly, unlike any other New Zealand racecourse, on the date of its most
significant race (and best opportunity to generate revenue) Avondale is required to compete

Strictly, it is NZRB’s Dates Committee which has statutory responsibility for allocating dates,
however, it appears that in the case of Thoroughbred Racing that NZTR generally does the majority of
planning, which is provided to the Dates Committee for approval.
1

-9with another major course for quality competitors and for punters. It is also subject to the
additional employee and contractor costs associated with holding the race on a public holiday.
26.

In summary, what AJC has been able to achieve in terms of ensuring its future sustainability is
impressive given the lack of a level playing field.

It considers there to be grounds for

contending it has been treated unfairly in the past, but its focus now is on providing a firm and
attractive platform for more equitable treatment in terms of race allocation moving forward.
More racing should be held in Metropolitan Auckland
27.

Of 315 planned meetings in the 2018/2019 season, 39 (12%) are to be held at either Ellerslie,
Counties or Avondale. This is despite Auckland comprising approximately one third of New
Zealand’s population, projected to continue to be the main area of continued population
growth. AJC suggests that this reflects the pattern of race allocation decisions made over the
last decade whereby the Auckland venues suffered from a policy of disproportionately
allocating races, including premier races, within the Northern region to non-Auckland
racecourses.

28.

Notwithstanding the need for race allocation to provide for tracks and participants in other
main centres and the regions, if the NZRB Dates Guidelines, and in particular the principle of
“Maximising On-course Participation and Sponsorship Opportunities” is properly applied, it is
clear that racing is underrepresented in Auckland, particularly at the inner-city courses at
Ellerslie and Avondale. AJC notes that the guideline referred to above confirms by way of
explanation that is it intended to be applied by “placing race meetings close to the centres of
human population so race meetings are accessible to the maximum number of people”.
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AJC says that, in light of projected population growth in Auckland, race allocations should
reflect similar allocations in comparable Australian cities.

Both Sydney and Melbourne

support four metropolitan racetracks, and Brisbane supports two racetracks, and each have
racing every Saturday and Wednesday. While these are larger cities, Auckland’s population is
projected to continue growing and could reach 2 million people by 2033,2 and 2.3 million within
25 years:

Extract from Statistics New Zealand “Subnational Population Projections: 2013(base)-2043 update” 22
February 2017

30.

Note the above information is based upon census data collection in 2013. Updated data is
expected to be available late 2019/early 2020.

31.

Within a similar period, the proportion of New Zealand’s population is projected to increase
from one third to 40%, including significant growth in ethnic diversity in a city which is already
the country’s most ethnically diverse. In terms of attracting fresh interest in racing, AJC says
that it is crucial that the “shop-front” is accessible to the widest range of demographics, and is
located where there is growth in the potential market. By way of example, the proportion of
Aucklanders with Asian ethnicity is expected to reach 35% by 2038. AJC says this represents
an opportunity on behalf of the industry. In any event, if the industry is to attract new owners
and other participants, it follows that the highest proportion of those people will be located

See: Statistics New Zealand “Subnational Population Projections: 2013(base)-2043 update” 22
February 2017; Auckland Council Auckland Plan 2050 Evidence Report “Demographic trends for
Auckland: Data sources and findings” June 2018.
2

- 11 where the highest proportion of New Zealand’s population growth will occur. To attract those
people, it is important to make all aspects of racing as accessible as possible. The only way
to do that is to hold more races at Metropolitan Auckland tracks including primarily Ellerslie,
but also Avondale.
32.

While in the short term the frequency of racing enjoyed by Australian racecourses will not be
sustainable in Metropolitan Auckland, it is clear however that existing and projected population
growth justifies the allocation of a higher proportion of races, including a greater number of
premier weekend meetings, to Metropolitan Auckland courses. The nature of racing venues is
such that, if a metropolitan venue were to be closed now, it would be difficult (if not
impossible) to create a new venue to meet a renewed demand for racing in the future. For
this reason, it is imperative that venue management decisions made today are made for the
market of the future, and adverse path dependency is avoided.

No one size fits all approach to “supporting venues”
33.

AJC generally agrees with the NZTR proposal for three “premier” venues. Given the existing
level of investment it cannot be argued that Auckland’s premier venue should be located
anywhere other than at Ellerslie. However, the respective strengths and limitations of Ellerslie
and Avondale must also be recognised when determining the status of those venues.

34.

A more nuanced approach than is currently evident from the Venue Plan needs to be taken to
the status of venues and the anticipated facilities and number of races to be held at those
venues. This is particularly the case in Auckland, where a higher number of races and overall
standard of facilities is warranted to provide opportunities the growing population to be
exposed to racing and attracted to participate in the industry.

35.

Given the costs associated with accommodating training activities on-site, neither Auckland
Racing Club nor the AJC propose reinstatement of training activities. However, transport links
mean that either venue is easily accessed by trainers bringing horses from Cambridge or from
new training facilities such as those proposed at Ruakaka.

36.

If an industry focus on provision of high quality racing in Auckland is pursued, Avondale
Racecourse is well placed to play a role within Auckland as a “sub-premier” venue, providing
easily accessible racing and trialling on its existing reliable turf and a new synthetic surface.
High quality but lower scale facilities constructed at a rationalised Avondale Racecourse would
provide an attractive counterpoint to the more upscale and arguably upmarket facilities
provided at Ellerslie, while retaining the benefits of a metropolitan Auckland location.
Diversification of the racing product and experience will be the key to the sport’s enduring
success.

AJC has developed a strategy to deliver this high-quality racing infrastructure,

together with supporting and ancillary services and activities that can deliver a level of oncourse experience that is secondary and complementary to the continued central role played
by Ellerslie.

- 12 Unique characteristics of the Avondale Racecourse which closely align with interests of the
Racing industry as a whole, and justify retention
Existing reliability of turf track
37.

The most important racecourse asset is its track. It is more straight forward to demolish and
reconstruct appropriate buildings than it is to develop a reliable track.

38.

The turf track at Avondale is one of the most reliable in the country. No race at Avondale has
been abandoned in approximately a decade, except for one partial abandonment in 2015 as a
result of a change of weather conditions on the race day. AJC has invested substantially in its
track over the last decade. Apart from regular, on-going capital expenditure on the Course
Proper, a major upgrade to the Course Proper was carried out in early 2012, at a cost of
$460,000 using grant funding from community groups ($380,000) and internal resource – no
funds were sought from NZTR. Both of the “Auckland” tracks are more prone to full or partial
abandonment. At least in part to address these issues, significant works are required at
Ellerslie and Pukekohe including:
(a)

It is necessary to develop a “structured” track at Ellerslie in order to increase its level
of reliability, and decrease instances of abandoned races.

(b)

A brand new “purpose-built” trials track is needed in Pukekohe in order for it to serve
the trialling function proposed for it by NZTR.

39.

The Avondale Course Proper rates very highly in terms of its quality and reliability. AJC’s
most recent event where good quality horses competed on the track (29 September 2018)
produced race times for spring that are generally unheard of in New Zealand: 1200m in less
than 1 min 10 seconds.

40.

Given the above, and in light of Avondale’s ability to self-fund the redevelopment of its racing
and non-racing facilities, the rationale for closure of Avondale and more significant investment
in both Ellerslie and Pukekohe becomes unclear.

Location of Avondale Racecourse – a centre of residential and commercial growth and intensification
41.

The Avondale Racecourse is located in the epicentre of an area of unprecedented projected
growth and intensification within Auckland. It is located adjacent to the Avondale Town Centre
and a short drive from the New Lynn Metropolitan Centre, one of ten metropolitan centres
identified under the Unitary Plan – a status second only to the Central Business District in
terms of scale, intensity and importance. Surrounding residential land includes large swathes
of Terraced Housing and Apartment Building Zone and the Mixed Housing Urban Zone land.
These are the most intense residential zones identified within the Unitary Plan, meaning that
the land will over time become heavily intensified through amalgamation and construction of
multi-unit, multi-level urban residential development.
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The relevant zoning that applies to the Avondale Racecourse and surrounding catchment can
be seen in the following extracts from the Unitary Plan

Extracts from Unitary Plan online planning maps

43.

As noted above, Statistics New Zealand, Auckland Council and related entities have all
published population growth projections showing that Auckland will pass 2 million people in
twenty years and will comprise a larger and more diverse proportion of New Zealand’s
population. Inner west Auckland including Avondale and New Lynn have a strong role to play
in providing for that growing population. Any proposals for the Racing Industry, including any
rationalisation of the Industry’s venue requirements needs to be cognisant of that fact.

44.

In November 2017 Auckland Council released a High Level Project Plan relating to the
regeneration of the Avondale Town Centre. The document has become known as “Unlock
Avondale”.

It emphasises the “major opportunity to revitalise and intensify the suburb of

Avondale”, given the strategic location of the Town Centre, with good infrastructure, services
and facilities, a number of large development-ready sites and market demand for different
housing types. The Unlock Avondale Project area includes the Racecourse, and a number of
the strategic projects proposed within the document are proposed to take place between the
Avondale Town Centre and the Racecourse.
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Unlock Avondale: Figure 3, Key Opportunities

45.

The document goes on to recognise the strategic value of the Racecourse site and the need
for a close relationship between the Council and AJC to deliver a quality redevelopment of
those parts of the site where there are opportunities to do so.

46.

In terms of these opportunities, the intense residential and business zoning of surrounding
land was reflected in the rezoning that AJC was able to achieve in respect of parts of the
Racecourse site. Large landholdings close to the Racecourse have been acquired and have
been or are in the process of redevelopment for intensive residential uses, these include
developments by Housing New Zealand and Ockham (for example).

Unlock Avondale: Figure 5, Move 2: Create high quality residential neighbourhoods
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There is a clear need and market for the residential units in a variety of typologies. This is a
conclusion confirmed through AJC’s own investigations and activities in disposing of small
amounts of surplus land.

There is also an opportunity for new commercial space to

supplement older commercial building stock, and provide a better connection to the Avondale
Town Centre.
48.

AJC is ideally placed to leverage off its intensifying city fringe location, leading the urban
regeneration of this part of Avondale, and in doing so self-funding the provision of a racing
proposition to the benefit of the Industry and Auckland racing in particular.

Serviced by good transportation links
49.

One of the reasons why the area around the Avondale Racecourse is such an attractive
proposition for intensive redevelopment for both business and residential purposes in the
mature and convenient transport links that it enjoys and that will be enhanced in the near
future. These include:
(a)

The extension of State Highway 20 through to the North Western Motorway via the
Waterview tunnels has made travel to the Racecourse from the South easier than it
has ever been, particularly now that trainers have realised the ease of accessing the
Racecourse by travelling from SH20 onto the North Western Motorway and then using
Rosebank Road as a direct connection. Provided peak school hours are avoided,
which is generally a straight-forward proposition for trainers, this route is both straightforward and timely and avoids the need to negotiate Spaghetti Junction in Central
Auckland.

(b)

Another advantage of completion of the Waterview Tunnels is that it has eased
pressure on the local road network in this part of West Auckland, by reducing the
volume of vehicles that previously needed to leave the state highway on the way to
their destinations.

(c)

Rail connections to Avondale are excellent. Avondale Station is a short 10 minute
walk to and from the Racecourse. Frequency of services on the western line are
expected to double, and travel times to halve (from 40 to 20 minutes) once the City
Rail Link is completed, given additional capacity created by removing constraints on
movements in and out of Britomart Station in Central Auckland.
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Extract from CRLL website: travel times – today then with CRL

(d)

High frequency bus services are available to Central Auckland and to Westgate
Metropolitan Centre further west along Great North Road through the nearby
Avondale Town Centre. Local services to Lynfield, Rosebank and New Lynn are also
easily accessible on Ash Street. New Lynn serves as a public transport hub where a
passenger can change to various other local services, or major routes eastwards or
westwards.

Extract from Auckland Transport website – existing bus routes New Lynn and surrounds

50.

Good transport links are easily accessible by all racing participants including owners, trainers,
jockey and punters, to and from the Avondale Racecourse.

Improvements to the state

highway and local road networks have meant that additional travel time for trainers to and
from Cambridge (for example) is 35-40 minutes of easy motorway driving during off peak
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The difference in terms of a trip to Ellerslie are negligible, and with respect to

Pukekohe entirely reasonable given that many of these same trainers already routinely travel
further north to Whangarei (for example). Given all of the above, AJC suggests that reducing
travel times for existing trainers based in the Waikato is not a good reason to select Avondale
for closure.
Other important considerations
Inability to develop another urban racecourse in Auckland if Avondale is lost
51.

Given the growth and intensification of Auckland, as discussed above, it would be impossible
to establish another racecourse facility within the metropolitan Auckland area if Avondale
Racecourse were to be lost to the industry.

This can be contrasted with rurally located

courses, where land availability, value and existing development and investment makes
reestablishment of a course less prohibitive albeit still not straight-forward.

It would be

incredibly short-sighted of the racing industry to force disposition of an asset like the Avondale
Racecourse.
52.

AJC is ideally positioned to secure the future of a strategic asset for the benefit of Auckland
and New Zealand racing. A plan exists which can reverse historical reputational damage to
AJC and the industry, and through which the Avondale Racecourse can become a supporting
jewel in the crown of New Zealand Racing.

Community amenities – green space and provisions for active recreation (sports fields)
53.

In the context of a growing and intensifying population, including in particular within the
immediate catchment of the Avondale Racecourse, there is a corresponding need to ensure
that community amenities such as green space including active recreational spaces, are
provided to serve that growing population. This has been recognised in the relevant strategic
and statutory planning documents, including:
(a)

Auckland Plan – which includes a target to “Maintain and extend an integrated
network of quality open spaces across the region that meet community needs and
provide a diverse range of recreational opportunities by 2040.

(b)

Auckland Council Parks and Open Spaces Strategic Action Plan – which seeks to
document a strategy to give effect to the Auckland Plan target set out above. This
includes recognising the value of existing open spaces in areas of intensification, and
the pressure these spaces may come under both for more intensive recreational use
but also as opportunities for commercial, residential or other redevelopment in their
own right.
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Unitary Plan – confirms the importance of open spaces to provide for the community’s
recreational needs for both passive and active activities, and that such spaces are
important to support a quality compact urban form.

(d)

The Auckland Council Budget 2017/2018 indicates a projected $132m capital and
$115m operating spec on “Local Parks sports and recreation”, during that year. The
sports fields at Avondale Racecourse have a role to play in terms of reducing the
Council’s capital costs in particular, in light of intensification provided for in the
surrounding residential catchment.

54.

The Racecourse has, for over 50 years, contributed to the community’s need for open space
for both passive and active recreation. The contribution of the Racecourse, and the need for
green space within a rapidly intensifying urban area, is a matter recognised by the Whau Local
Board in its feedback to the Messara Report. As part of its work in relation to this project,
Turnberry Consulting has ensured that the concept includes the continuation of opportunities
to use the infield for green, active recreation space.

55.

AJC’s long-term plan for the Racecourse includes the continuation and enhancement of space
for the Avondale Sunday markets, which are an iconic and much-loved feature of the area.

Synthetic tracks – strategic considerations for the industry
56.

The increased use of synthetic tracks overseas has in general been a response to poor turf
tracks which result in race abandonments during bad weather. The use of turf tracks affects
the overall amount wagered in two ways:

57.

(a)

Variable ground can have an impact on field size.

(b)

The impact of absolute meeting losses or the potential that meetings might be lost.

Synthetic tracks provide certainty that racing will occur even in poor weather, with consistent
field size. In New Zealand, an additional benefit is that synthetic tracks will be able to be used
heavily for trialling, which does not necessarily occur in many other jurisdictions. In AJC’s
opinion, there is no argument that synthetic surfaces would make a solid contribution to the
racing programme and overall wagering across New Zealand. The issue is not whether to
provide such surfaces, but to determine the appropriate number and location of those
surfaces.

58.

The Venue Plan alludes to the use of synthetic surfaces in Ireland in a number of places. At
present Ireland has a single synthetic track at Dundalk which tends to have 40-50 fixtures per
annum. It is not uncommon to run 75 fixtures on a synthetic track if racing is not in the caravan
style as in the US.

Horse Racing Ireland have recently invited application for a second

synthetic track in Ireland, not due to a need to provide additional capacity (this exists already
at Dundalk) but due to geography. Horse Racing Ireland propose a new track in a location
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Based on this, AJC is

concerned that New Zealand does not have sufficient fixtures per annum to justify the industry
costs involved in constructing three synthetic tracks. The UK has approximately 1500 fixtures
per annum with six synthetic tracks. It is highly ambitious for New Zealand to aim for three
such tracks in the short term. AJC suggests that a cautious/ precautionary approach would be
to start with two tracks, one in each of the North and South Islands and to monitor utilisation
and needs over time.
59.

There is clear merit in developing a new synthetic track at Riccarton given the South Island
Race Schedule. While in the longer term it is possible that two synthetic tracks in the North
Island may be sustainable, AJC suggests that a single track at this stage is a better
proposition. The next question is where the best location for a synthetic track would be. The
Venue Plan suggests provision of synthetic tracks at both Palmerston North and Cambridge
before transitioning to a new Waikato Greenfields location over time:
(a)

AJC agrees that the circuit around Awapuni, Otaki and Wellington is in desperate
need of investment, but mainly in the buildings. Pursuit of a synthetic track is likely to
starve capital from the areas where it is more needed.

(b)

Similarly, the new Greenfields scheme might be too ambitious at this stage of New
Zealand venue development. New Zealand has limited history of developing new
tracks. It needs to reflect on experiences where similar initiatives have been pursued
in other countries, such as Dundalk in Ireland, Ffos Las and Chelmsford City in the
UK, and Bro Park in Sweden.

It is AJC’s understanding that in all cases costs

exceeded estimates, and the predicted level of effectiveness of the new track was not
fully achieved. These are complex projects to execute due to their complexity and
cost, and there will be challenges involved in ensuring that existing racecourses can
continue running fixtures until any new greenfields track is completed before surplus
assets are then presumably disposed of.
60.

It is in this context that NZTR and the industry as a whole should assess Avondale’s plans,
and the possibility of it creating a synthetic track now, in Metropolitan Auckland, and wholly
funded by the resources of AJC. This is essentially a further iteration or development upon
the scheme originally conceived in the Turnberry Report.

The existing scheme already

provides for rationalisation of buildings and facilities at Avondale, and realisation of a minimal
additional area of land currently owned by AJC could fund track construction without
undermining the overall strategy.
61.

Attached is a plan which shows the proposed arrangement for an inner synthetic track.
Turnberry advises AJC that where a synthetic track is provided inside a turf track, then to meet
the distance requirements it tends to need a “double” or second home bend. This is illustrated
by the synthetic track at Kempton in the UK operated by the Jockey Club, and which is a
similar arrangement to that contemplated by AJC.
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The proposed synthetic track at Avondale is deliverable in the relatively short term as part of
the already planned AJC renewal plan for Avondale, and should be straightforward in terms of
any consenting process given the permissive provisions that apply under the Avondale
Racecourse Precinct and Avondale 1 Precinct provisions of the Unitary Plan.

63.

There is an overriding merit in maintaining a strong second course in Inner-City/Metropolitan
Auckland to support the premier racing facilities at Ellerslie, and to unlock the latent potential
of the Avondale Racecourse for the benefit of racing generally. That merit is further reinforced
by the opportunity available to the industry of having AJC deliver a synthetic track within the
club’s own resources which can avoid the need to resolve more complex issues associated
with delivering a synthetic track under either of the existing NZTR proposals for other North
Island locations.

Avondale’s contribution to showcasing inner-city racing for benefit of industry generally
64.

As described above, AJC considers that the stated objectives of the NZTR Venue Plan have
merit. Racing at fewer venues with greater consistency will improve the quality of racing
overall. The introduction of synthetic surfaces should support the overall approach.

65.

It is critical that New Zealand improves the live race experience especially in the large
population centres.

Future racing enthusiasts will only be developed through first hand

experience of racing at a racecourse. It is therefore critical that there are racecourses of good
quality in the right locations.

Auckland is the largest and fastest growing centre in New

Zealand and it is simply illogical not to support the population with an accessible experience.
AJC has described the journey it has followed to get to a position where it is able to rationalise
the racecourse and provide new, fit-for-purpose facilities. This will re-vitalise the racecourse
whilst maintaining the asset and generating revenue.
66.

By way of summary, AJC’s proposal for the Avondale Racecourse, which it is now in a
position to pursue, involves the following:
(a)

Retention and continued utilisation of the existing, excellent turf track;

(b)

Supplementation of the turf track for the benefit of racing in the broader North Island
context, through the development of a new synthetic surface inside the existing turf
track;

(c)

Generation of further income through development, leasing and sale of commercial
and residential zoned land, within Avondale 1 precinct within AJC’s existing
landholdings;

(d)

Demolition of the Public and Old Public Stands, Members Stand, Old Tote Building,
Centre Stalls and related structures;
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Development of a more attractive frontage of the site to Ash Street, including a new
more appropriate entrance to the site, along a tree-lined accessway in the location of
one of the existing secondary access-points to the site;

(f)

Reorganisation of the pre-parade ring through removal of some existing tie ups and
creation of a constrained quadrangle. Alongside this, it is proposed to develop a small
grassed plinth and Owners and Trainers Pavilion for viewing of both the Pre-parade
and Parade Rings;

(g)

Renovation and upgrading of the existing historic parade ring in its current location but
with improved access links to the Horse and Stable Yards to the North, and the
Birdcage to the South;

(h)

Installation of a rubberised, non-slip horsewalk – standard practice internationally but
not available in New Zealand currently;

(i)

Development of raised steppings to allow viewing of the racetrack from the location of
the existing Members Stand;

(j)

Renovation and extension of the existing Marshall Stand to house, in the short term,
the key racing facilities including Tote Hall, Stewards’ Room, Jockeys’ Lounge, Male
and Female Jockeys’ facilities, weigh-in area and administration offices;

(k)

Retention of sports fields for use by the local community, through lease arrangements
with Auckland Council, within the Racecourse infield; and

(l)

Provision of a larger, more regular shaped site for the continued use by the Avondale
Sunday Markets.

67.

The above initiatives enable AJC to deliver a self-sufficient, rationalised, attractive and high
quality facility providing one of the best equine experiences in New Zealand. The facilities
proposed by AJC would be superior to many that currently exist at other Strategic and
Significant Racecourses within New Zealand.

68.

All other things being equal, within the next 3-4 years there will be a paradigm shift in the
quality of facilities and experience at Avondale. This comes at a time when the course has
become more accessible in transportation terms, and Avondale itself is being regenerated. In
many other comparable cities to Auckland, especially Australia, it is common to have a
premier and supporting track in the major urban area to ensure there is sufficient racing for the
urban market. There is a clear and pressing need to develop a similar offering in Auckland for
the benefit of the industry as a whole, and AJC has been working toward that outcome.

69.

The Venue Plan should be revisited by NZTR and relevant stakeholders, and amended to
reflect the opportunity that Avondale offers to the industry, and avoid the risk of undermining
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maintain capacity for future racing within New Zealand’s primary growth centre, this includes
the provision of a synthetic track to service the needs of the North Island.
Further information and consultation sought
70.

This submission began by highlighting the dearth of information provided by NZTR in the
Venue Plan about why NZTR is proposing:
(a)

That Avondale should be one of the venues to close; and

(b)

that no more racing licences should be allocated to Avondale in and from the 2024/25
racing season, which is only five years away.

71.

AJC requests that NZTR provide full and detailed reasons for these proposals in respect of
Avondale. AJC also asks for copies of all reports, assessments or other material (other than
the Messara Report which has been made public) taken into account by NZTR in formulating
the Avondale-specific proposals in the Venue Plan.

72.

In addition, once this further information and material has been provided the AJC, whose
rights and interests will be significantly adversely affected by NZTR’s proposals, seeks a
proper opportunity for consultation, including an individual meeting or meetings with NZTR.

Dated 2 April 2019

Signed on behalf and with authority from the Committee of the Avondale Jockey Club Incorporated by
Allan Boyle (President)

AVONDALE JOCKEY CLUB
(Incorporated)

Attachment 1
Turnberry Consulting masterplan for Avondale Racecourse
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